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Phylogenetic Analysis of  Myanmar Human Respiratory 
Syncytial Virus from under Five Children's with Acute 

Respiratory Infection Admitted to Yangon Children's Hospital 
 

Human respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) is one of the most important 
respiratory viruses responsible for annual epidemic ARI outbreaks in 
infants and pre-school children worldwide and it is frequently causing 
bronchiolitis and pneumonia in infants less than six months old. 
RSV is a member of the family Paramyxoviridae that is differentiated 
into two groups (A and B) based on antigenic and genetic variability. 
To date, 11 genotypes for RSV group A and 23 for RSV group B 
have been described based on changes in the G gene coding for the 
attachment glycoprotein. In this study, nasopharyngeal swab samples 
were collected from hospitalized paediatric ARI cases at Yangon 
Children's Hospital from January to September 2014. Out of 160 cases, 
non-structural protein 1 (NS1) gene of RSV was detected in 16.25% 
(26/160) comprising RSV-A strains 52% (11/21) and RSV-B strains 48% 
(10/21). Furthermore, the 21 NS1 gene positive nasopharyngeal swab 
samples were processed for genotyping by reverse transcription-PCR 
and sequencing of C terminal of the G gene, second variable region.  
RSV-G gene was found in 61.9% (13/21) of samples. RSV-A was the 
larger group, accounting for 53.8% (7/13), followed by RSV-B, 38.5% 
(5/13) and one case (7.7%) was a mixed infection. The phylogenetic 
analysis revealed that all group A strains clustered as the ON1 
genotype. This RSV ON1 genotype in subgroup A has a characteristic 
of  a 72 nucleotide duplication in the second highly variable region of 
attachment G gene and it was first detected in Canada in 2010. Other 
studies reported ON1 genotype was associated with less severe cases 
such as bronchiolitis and the present study also showed the similar 
findings. 
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ရ ငရမ ခင င အဆတပ၊ အဆတ ရ င ခင တက အမ  
ဆ ဖစ စ သ  ဗင ရပစပ လည ဖစပသည။ အ ရအကစဗ 
အသကရ လမ က င ဆငရ  ဗင ရပစပ သည မ ရင  
Paramyxoviridae တ၏မ ယဝငတစခဖစပ  ၎င ဗင ရပစ 
ပ မ ကမ သည ပဋလ ပစည င မ ဗဇ ပ င လခင ပ  
မတည၍ အပစ အ င ဘ ခခ ထ ပသည။ ယခအခနတင 
ခတဆက (glycoprotein) (G) မ ဗဇ ပ င လခင  
အခကအလကက အ ခခ၍ အပစခရ တင အ ရအကစဗ 
ဗင ရပစပ မ က အပစ အ ၁၁ မ င အပစ ဘ ၂၃ မ တက 
ရ ဖ တ ရပ ဖစပသည။  

ယခ လလ မတင ၂၀၁၄ ခ စ ဇနနဝ ရ လ မ စကတငဘ  လ 
အတင  ရနကနက လ ဆ က ၌ အသကရ လမ က င  
ဆငရ ရ ဂ ဖစပ န သ  က လ မ ၏ ခ င အတင မ 
အရညနမန မ ကရယပသည။ က လ  ၁၆၀ ဦ ၏ ခ င  
အတင မ အရညနမန မ က အ ရအကစဗဗင ရပစပ  ရ၊ မရ 
NS1 gene မ ဗဇအခကအလကက အသ ပ ခင ဖငရ  
ဖရ တင ၂၆ ဦ  (၁၆.၂၅ ရ ခင န ) သည ပ ရ က င တ  
ရရ ပ  ဗင ရပစပ မ က အပစ အ ၁၁ ဦ  (၅၂ ရ ခင န ) 
င မ က အပစ ဘ ၁၀ ဦ  (၄၈ ရ ခင န ) တက တ ရရ 
ပသည။  

NS1 gene ဖင အ ရအကစဗဗင ရပစပ တရပ ဖစ သ  
အ ရအင အအရညနမန ၂၁ ဦ ၏ပ မ ကစတမ ကအ ရတ 

ပစအ ရနည ဖင ရ ဖ ပ န က (G) မ ဗဇ၏ ပ င  
လမမ သ  ဒတယအပင (C-terminal ဟ ခ သ အပင ) 
၏Nucleotide အစအစ မ က ဆကလကရ ဖ လလ ခ 
ခင ဖစပသည။  

စဒအင အနမန  ၂၁ ဦ အနက ၁၃ ဦ  (၆၁.၉ ရ ခင န ) သည 
အ ရအကစဗဗင ရပစပ ရ က င တ ရပ သည။ အ ရအကစ 
ဗ အ ၁၃ ဦ မ ၇ ဦ  (၅၃.၈ ရ ခင န ) သည လမ မ သ  
အပစဖစ ပ  အ ရအကစဗ ဘ ၁၃ ဦ မ ၅ ဦ  (၃၈.၅ ရ ခင န ) 
င ရ အပစ (အပစ အ င ဘ) (၇.၇ ရ ခင န ) ဖစ 
က င တ ရရပ သည။ Phylogenetic Analysis နည ဖင 

မ ကစတမ  လလ ရ တင ပ မ က အပစ အ အ လ  
သည ON1 မ ကစတအပစအဖစ တစစတစ ဝ တည  
တညရ န က င တ ရရပ ၎င တ ရခကသည က နဒ ငင 
တင ၂၀၁၀ ခ စက ပထမဦ ဆ တ ရခခင ဖစပ သည။  

ယခငသ တသနစစတမ မ အရ ON1 သည အလနပင ထန 
ခင မရသည ရ ဂအ ခအ နဖစ သ  အဆတ လပန ရ င 
ရမ သည လန မ ငဆကစပမရ က င ဖ ပထ ရ  ယခ 
သ တသန၏ တ ရခက ငလညကကည က င တ ရပသည။  

Reference: Kay Thi Aye, Aung Zaw Latt, Theingi Win Myat, 
et al. The 45th Myanmar Health Research Congress Pro- 
gramme & Abstracts: 48. (Third Prize for Basic Research 
Paper) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Clinical and Molecular Surveillance of  
Artemisinin Resistant Falciparum Malaria  

in Myanmar (2009–2013) 
Emergence of artemisinin-resistant malaria in 
Southeast Asian countries threatens the global control 
of malaria.  

Although K13 kelch propeller has been assessed for 
artemisinin resistance molecular marker, most of the 
mutations need to be validated.  

In this study, artemisinin resistance was assessed by 
clinical and molecular analysis, including K13 and 
recently reported markers, pfarps10, pffd and pfmdr2. 

A prospective cohort study in 1160 uncomplicated 
falciparum patients was conducted after treatment 
with artemisinin-based combination therapy (ACT), 
in 6 sentinel sites in Myanmar from 2009 to 2013. 

Therapeutic efficacy of ACT was assessed by 
longitudinal follow ups. Molecular markers analysis 
was done on all available day 0 samples. True 
recrudescence treatment failures cases and day 3 
parasite positivity were detected at only the southern 
Myanmar sites.  

Day 3 positive and K13 mutants with higher prevalence 
of  underlying genetic foci  predisposing  to  become 
K13 mutant were detected only in southern Myanmar 
since 2009 and comparatively fewer mutations of  
pfarps10, pffd, and pfmdr2 were observed in western 
Myanmar.  

K13 mutations, V127M of pfarps10, D193Y of pffd, 
and T448I of pfmdr2 were significantly associated 
with day 3 positivity (OR: 6.48, 3.88, 2.88, and 2.52, 
respectively).  

Apart from K13, pfarps10, pffd and pfmdr2 are also 
useful for molecular surveillance of artemisinin 
resistance especially where K13 mutation has not 
been reported.  

Appropriate action to eliminate the resistant parasites 
and surveillance on artemisinin resistance should be 
strengthened in Myanmar.  

Reference: Myat Htut Nyunt, Myat Thu Soe, Hla Win Myint, 
et al. Malaria Journal 2017, 16: 333.  

Abstract of  Research Paper Published or Read  
Abroad by DMR Scientists 
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How Does the New 'Gene-Altering' Therapy Fight Cancer? 

 

A new type of cancer treatment that involves altering 
a person's genes ‒ and could save children's lives-
passed a major hurdle this week, when a U.S. Food 
and Drug Administration (FDA) panel recommended 
that the agency approve the therapy, The New York 
Times reported. But how does the treatment work? 
The treatment is for an uncommon type of leukemia, 
called B-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia, that affects 
mainly children and young adults, according to the 
Times. The success rate of the treatment that was seen 
in a recent clinical trial was "astonishing," said Lee 
Greenberger, chief scientific officer of the Leukemia 
and Lymphoma Society (LLS). Greenberger was not 
involved directly in the research of the new therapy, 
but the LLS has contributed significant funding 
toward the work.  

Leukemia is cancer of white blood cells, and it starts 
in the bone marrow, the soft material found in the 
center of bones that produces blood cells. Simply put, 
the new treatment works by rewiring a person's own 
immune cells to fight cancer.  

To do this, doctors first remove millions of the 
immune cells, called T cells, from a patient's blood, 
Greenberger told Live Science. Normally, T cells help 
destroy infected or cancerous cells. These T cells are 
sent to a lab to be purified, and then are genetically 
engineered, Greenberger said. Scientists mix the 
cells with a virus that works as "vector" to insert a 
bit of genetic material into the cells' DNA. (Viruses 
commonly insert their DNA into living cells.) In this 
case, the vector that's used is an inactive form of HIV. 
After 15 to 25 days, during which the cells have 
started to produce the new protein that is encoded by 
the DNA, as well as grow and multiply the "gene-
altered" T cells are infused back into the patient. "It's 
basically a one-time therapy," Greenberger said.  

The genetic material that the virus inserted into the 
T cells makes the cells do two things when they are 
put back into the patient's body, Greenberger said. 
First, the T cells produce an antibody that sits on 
the cell's surface, he said. This antibody enables the 
T cells to recognize the cancer cells. Also, the new 
genetic material activates the T cells so that, when 
they arrive at the tumor cells, they not only recognize 
them but also latch on and destroy them. Once in the 

body, these "hunt and destroy" T cells multiply, so the 
patient ends up with an "army" of them in the blood, 
Greenberger said. The entire process of the T cells 
killing the cancer cells lasts a couple of weeks, 
Greenberger said. But when the treatment is working, 
it can cause some serious side effects, he noted. The 
side effects include a condition called cytokine release 
syndrome, which can cause fevers, and another condi- 
tion called neurotoxicity, which can cause symptoms 
such as disorientation and an inability to speak. These 
side effects start as the T cells begin to kill the tumor 
cells, and when the tumor cells are depleted, the 
symptoms calm down, Greenberger said. During the 
entire process, however, the patient stays in the 
hospital and is monitored very carefully. In some 
cases, patients need intensive care. 

In addition, some normal, noncancerous cells also 
carry the protein that the T cells are engineered to 
recognize. That means that the T cells will also kill 
these healthy B cells. "But people will survive 
without those [B cells]," Greenberger said. They do, 
however, need to get regular infusions of "immune 
globulins," which help to boost the immune system. 
The FDA panel's recommendation was based on the 
results of a clinical trial run by the drug company 
Novartis, The New York Times reported. In the trial, 
63 patients were given the new therapy, and 52 of 
them, or 83 percent, went into remission-meaning 
the cancer went away.  The other 11 patients died. 
Greenberger noted that the treatment is being 
recommended for leukemia patients who have no 
other options left. And based on the results of the 
research, "it works," he said. The FDA panel 
recommended that it be approved specifically for 
patients whose cancer has not responded to other 
treatments or whose cancer returned after treatment.  

So far, the patients who were successfully treated with 
the new therapy sometime between April 2015 and 
August 2016 haven't had their cancer return and 
haven't developed any serious side effects, Greenberger 
said. Still, they'll need to be monitored over the long 
term to see if anything changes. Novartis plans on 
monitoring the patients for 15 years.  
Source: https://www.livescience.com. 
Contributed by Blood Research Division 

Diet Drinks Linked to Increased Stroke and Dementia Risk 
 

New question marks over the safety of diet soda have 
arisen following a study linking intake of artificially 
sweetened beverages to both stroke and dementia. The 
study, published online in Stroke on April 20, showed 

that consumption of one can of diet soda or more each 
day was associated with a three times increased risk 
for stroke and dementia over a 10-year follow-up 
period compared with individuals who drank no 

News about Medicine & Health 
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artificially sweetened beverages. "There are many 
studies now suggesting detrimental effects of sugary 
beverages, but I think we also need to consider the 
possibility that diet drinks may not be healthy alterna- 
tives," lead author, Matthew P. Pase, PhD, Boston 
University School of Medicine, Massachusetts, told 
Medscape Medical News. I believe we need to rethink 
the place of these drinks. It is possible that the 
observation could be due to reverse causality, he 
noted.  "It is not clear whether the diet sodas are 
causing stroke and dementia or whether unhealthy 
people gravitate more towards these drinks than 
healthier people. "If you already have cardiovascular 
risk factors, you are likely to have been advised to 
lower your sugar intake and so may move away from 
sugary beverages to diet drinks," Dr Pase said. "We 
did find that a higher intake of diet soda was linked to 
diabetes at baseline, but again we don't know which 
came first. Did the diet drinks increase the risk of 
developing diabetes, or did diabetic patients choose 
diet drinks as they have to limit their sugar intake?" 
The link between diet drinks and dementia became 
non-significant when adjusted for vascular risk factors. 

Dr Pase suggested this could be because the 
association may be mediated through vascular risk 
factors ‒ artificial sweeteners could be increasing 
vascular risk factors. "Or it could just be that people 
with vascular risk factors drink more diet sodas, 
which is perfectly possible as they could have been 
advised to cut down on sugar." "There are many other 
studies suggesting harmful effects of sugar-sweetened 
drinks, and we did not have large enough numbers 
of people consuming sugary drinks in our current 
study for reliable information on this,"  Dr Pase said. 
"We had much larger numbers of  individuals reporting 
intake of artificially sweetened drinks." Another study  
by the same group, published online in Alzheimer's 
and  Dementia  on  March  5,  shows  a  link  between  
consumption of both sugar-sweetened and artificially 
sweetened beverages and reduction in brain volume 
in a middle-aged cohort. In the cross-sectional study, 
the sugary drinks, which included both soda and 
fruit juice, were also associated with worse episodic 
memory. 
Source: http://www.medscape.com. 
Contributed by Pathology Research Division 

 
Protein may be Key to Ageing 

 
British researchers say they have found an "ageing" 
protein within mitochondrial cells and tackling the 
protein might help to slow the effects of ageing on 
the body. Other recent studies have suggested that 
the accumulation of DNA mutations puts a limit on 
human life-span. But the researchers have conducted 
laboratory studies suggesting that growing levels of 
the protein, carbonic anhydrase, is linked to ageing. 
They believe that slowing its effects could slow the 
onset of degenerative diseases of the brain and the 
loss of muscle mass linked to age. They pin-pointed 
the protein by using 2D gel electrophoresis to separate 
out proteins found in the mitochondria. They then 
compared these in samples from young and middle-
aged brains. They found that carbonic anhydrase was 
found in increased quantities in middle-aged brains. 

They tested this in laboratory conditions on nematode 
worms ‒ finding that increased levels of the protein 
reduced life span. Researchers said what is really 
exciting about this development is that we have been 
able to surmise that the function of this protein is 
playing a role in the aging process within the cell. 

This gives us a very promising start in working out 
how we can best target this protein within the 
mitochondria to slow the effects of aging in the body 
while limiting other unwanted side effects on the 
body. It could potentially offer a significant new 
avenue in both tackling degenerative illnesses and the 
general effects of aging on the body.  

Source: www.englemed.co.uk. 
Contributed by Blood Programming Division 

           
Hepatitis B Vaccine Works well for People with Hepatitis C 

 
People with hepatitis C are as likely as people 
without the virus to produce protective antibodies 
after receiving the hepatitis B vaccine, according to 
research published in The Journal of Infectious 
Diseases. Hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection can be 
prevented with an effective vaccine. Indeed, routine 
infant vaccination has reduced hepatitis B rates. The 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention recom-  
mends the hepatitis B vaccine for people at risk who 
were not vaccinated as children. These include people 
with multiple sex partners, gay and bisexual men, 
people who inject drugs and medical providers and 
others who could be exposed on the job. Hepatitis B 

vaccination is also recommended for people living 
with HIV and those with chronic liver diseases, such 
as hepatitis C. This is important because people who 
already have another liver disease are at risk for more 
severe liver injury if they get hepatitis B. (There is 
currently no vaccine for hepatitis C.) Jiaye Liu, MD, 
of Shandong University in China, where hepatitis B is 
endemic (very common), and colleagues conducted a 
study to determine how well people with chronic 
hepatitis C would respond to the hepatitis B vaccine. 
This is a concern because some research suggests that 
having hepatitis C virus (HCV) might reduce immune 
function, including the ability to produce antibodies. 
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In this study, 79 people with untreated chronic HCV 
infection were each matched by age and sex with two 
community members without HCV.  

All participants were given the standard schedule of 
three injections of the hepatitis B vaccine. One month 
after the last dose, participants’ blood samples were 
tested for antibodies against hepatitis B surface antigen 
and various cytokines, which are chemical messen-     
gers that play a role in immune response.  

People with and without hepatitis C had a similar 
likelihood of developing protective levels of antibodies 
against hepatitis B, and average antibody levels did 
not differ significantly between the two groups. 
Overall, about 96 percent of people with hepatitis C 
and about 99 percent of people without hepatitis C 
achieved some level of protection from the vaccine.  

Among people with hepatitis C, about 46 percent 
showed normal or expected levels and 41 percent 
had high levels of HBV antibodies, while 10 percent 
had  low  levels  and  just  under  4  percent  had  no 
detectable antibodies. Among people without 
hepatitis C, 39 percent and 49 percent had normal and 
high levels, respectively, while 10 percent had low  
levels  and  only about 1 percent had undetectable 
antibodies. None of these differences were statistically 
significant. There were also no significant differences 
in levels of the cytokines interferon-gamma and 
interleukin 2, IL-4, IL-5 or IL-6. Hepatitis B vaccina- 
tion was generally safe and well tolerated, with no 
notable differences in adverse events observed between 
people with and without hepatitis C. 
Source: https://www.hepmag.com. 
Contributed by Technology Development Divisoin 

 

Exercise in Early Life Affects Gut Flora, Promoting Better Health 
 

Researchers from the University of Colorado-Boulder 
say they have discovered that exercising early in life 
changes the gut's microbial community so that it 
sets us up for better brain and metabolic activity 
during our lifetime. Their study is published in the 
journal Immunology and Cell Biology and is led by 
Prof. Monika Fleshner, of Boulder's Department of 
Integrative Physiology. She and her colleagues 
explain that our guts contain over 100 trillion micro- 
organisms, many of which colonize our intestines 
shortly after birth. They are critical for our immune 
system's  development  and  can  add  as  many  as 
5 million genes to our overall genetic profile. As such, 
our gut flora has great power in influencing different 
aspects of our physiology. Gut bacteria form a natural 
protective barrier, making us less susceptible to 
infection and promoting better digestive enzyme 
activity. Additionally, some types of gut bacteria 
affect the expression of certain host genes that affect 
nutrient uptake, metabolism and the development of 
the enteric nervous system. Previous studies have 
suggested that the composition of our gut flora 
influences individual differences in immunity.  

The gut is the 'second brain' 
The human gut has often been referred to as the second 

brain, because of the enteric nervous system, which 
communicates back and forth with our actual brain 
and even triggers emotional shifts.  
Fast facts about the gut  
 Our gut contains at least 1,000 different species of 

known bacteria 
 In total, our gut flora can weigh up to 2 kg (4.4 lbs) 
 One third of our gut flora is similar among most 

people, but two thirds are specific to each of us, 
making our gut bacteria "like an individual 
identity card." 

This latest study examines the effect of exercise on 
our gut flora and reveals that the earlier we engage in 
physical activity, the better. "Exercise affects many 
aspects of health, both metabolic and mental, and 
people are only now starting to look at the plasticity 
of these gut microbes," says Prof. Fleshner. "That is 
one of the novel aspects of this research." She and her 
team note that although the diverse microbial 
community that resides in our gut is fairly pliable 
throughout adult life ‒ being influenced by diet and 
sleep patterns ‒ our gut microorganisms are particularly 
malleable when we are young.  
Source: http://www.medicalnewstoday.com. 
Contributed by Nuclear Medicine Research Division

 
New Method Helps Fighting Future Pandemics 

 
By developing a new technique for labeling the gene 
segments of influenza viruses, researchers now know 
more about how influenza viruses enter the cell and 
establish cell co-infections-a major contributing factor 
to potential pandemic development. Seasonal influenza 
viruses are estimated to cause 3-5 million cases of 
severe illness each year. Since the most severe 
infections are caused by influenza type A and type B 
viruses, the available vaccines provide coverage 

against these two types. However, influenza viruses 
are constantly evolving, which requires that vaccines 
are designed to match the circulating variants of the 
virus each year. Influenza viruses evolve by acquiring 
mutations in the viral genome or by a process called 
reassortment. Reassortment, which was responsible 
for the 2009 pandemic virus, occurs when one or 
more of the eight genome segments are exchanged 
between two different influenza viruses. 
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With current techniques it is not easy to make 
comparative analysis of influenza viruses with single 
mutations in their genomes, and it is extremely 
difficult to identify factors that limit the reassortment 
process between two influenza genomes that have 
infected the same cell.  It was a procedure to analyze 
influenza virus infections in cells and lung tissue by 
labeling and visualizing the viral genome. 

The specificity of the approach enabled the researchers 
to visualize the delivery of the eight influenza genome 
segments to the cell nucleus where the virus replicates, 
and to analyze co-infections by two influenza viruses 
that differed by single mutations.  Using this technique, 
the researchers concluded that productive cell co-
infections, which are necessary for reassortment, 
only occur when both viruses enter the same cell within 

two hours. This unique approach will make it easier 
to evaluate how new mutations affect influenza 
pathogenicity and help to identify the underlying 
properties that enable or restrict influenza gene 
segment reassortment.  This can help the community 
predict the possibility of two strains reasserting into 
a potential pandemic virus. While further research 
is needed to achieve these goals, the current approach 
can already help to characterize and assess treatments 
aimed at inhibiting influenza entry into cells.  
Through additional improvements the technique also 
has potential diagnostic applications for identifying 
influenza virus infections as well as many other 
pathogens. 
Source: http://www.medicalnewstoday.com. 
Contributed by Virology Research Division
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